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Fig 53   Cumulative viewsheds of Doublers 1 & 2.  Doubler 1 viewshed in red, Doubler 2 viewshed in blue.  Virtually the entire area shown as 
visible from Doubler 1 is also visible from Doubler 2, and thus appears purple.     p178  
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Fig 54   Distribution of sites and motifs on Rombalds Moor, with proposed natural monuments and their viewsheds.  Viewsheds of all natural 








Fig 58   Distribution of ground-level and upstanding site-types and motifs: Top left: Distribution of ground-level sites, cups-only.  Viewsheds of all 




Fig 58   Distribution of ground-level and upstanding site-types and motifs: Bottom left: Distribution of ground-level sites, cup-and-rings.  




Fig 58   Distribution of ground-level and upstanding site-types and motifs: Top right: Distribution of upstanding sites, cups-only.  Viewsheds of all 




Fig 58   Distribution of ground-level and upstanding site-types and motifs: Bottom right: Distribution of upstanding sites, cup-and-rings.  




  Fig 59   Carved stones and lithics: the whole Moor.  p199 
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  Fig 60   Carved stones and lithics: Green Crag Slack detail.  p200 
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  Fig 61   Cairns, stone circles and the approximate centres of the four major cairnfields.  p202 
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  Fig 62   The three enclosures of Green Crag Slack.  p205 
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  Fig 64   Possible northern routeways.     p209 
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Fig 68 (BOTTOM) Long-distance viewshed of 45/RV 02, detail of furthest extent of 45’s viewshed, just reaching all four peaks.  Visible area shown 

















































Fig 94     IMLT Small Locales, two trios and a pair.  Pancake viewshed: visible area shown in red.  Sentinel viewshed: visible area shown in blue.  












Fig 106   Green Crag Slack: possible Small Locales and Alignment.  Cumulative viewsheds of the Haystack, the Pancake and H2: visible areas 



































Fig 133  Rushy Beck pair.  The overlapping viewsheds of the Pancake, Haystack and H2 are shown, visible areas in red.     p309 
